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ABSTRACT 

 

Currently, personal navigational systems are largely reserved for outdoor travel using GPS 

technologies on smartphone applications. While smartphones are approaching ubiquity, 

navigational systems have lacked consideration for individuals with limited mobility due to 

disability. The purpose of this study was to investigate the needs of users with limited mobility for 

navigation and wayfinding and to gather their insight into the necessary functionalities of an 

indoor-outdoor navigation app. This qualitative study intends to answer two main investigative 

questions; how people with limited mobility are currently navigating, and how can this be 

improved with a smartphone indoor/outdoor navigation app.   

Ten people (55.5 ± 14.2yrs, 3 male, 7 female) provided informed consent to participate in 

an individual semi-structured interview. The average onset of their limited mobility was 37.2 ± 

21.4yrs, with two participants having more recent onsets of 2 and 5 years. The interviews were 

conducted in-person or virtually and were then transcribed and analyzed via thematic analysis. 

Interviews identified common themes including needs for modality customization, awareness of 

pavement conditions, accessible restroom locations, emergency aid, and crowdsourcing between 

users.   

This work investigated the needs of individuals with a range of mobility limitations as they 

navigate through their daily lives and described some of the requirements of these individuals to 

use an indoor-outdoor navigational system. Due to the differing levels of limited mobility, 

participants had diverse needs for the application, including modality customization for driving 

and traversing in public streets, to larger button inputs for people with limited manual dexterity. 

These ideas informed portions of the design of CityGuide, an indoor navigational system centered 

around the needs of people with varying disabilities, including people with limited mobility.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 This section is divided into five parts: qualitative data collection in needs finding, limited 

mobility, assistive technology, navigation with limited mobility, and indoor navigational 

technology. Each section will discuss relevant work to provide useful context for the study below.  

 

Qualitative Data Collection in Needs Finding  

The decision behind experimental design depends on both the nature of the research and 

the experimental question. Quantitative inquiry is more appropriate when the goal of the research 

is to describe variation across a population, requiring a probabilistic sample. Examinations 

involving the testing of groups, either in a pre-post format or a comparison of groups, are also 

more appropriate for a quantitative research design. Qualitative inquiry allows researchers to probe 

responses or observations to answer why and how questions relating to experiences, behaviors and 

beliefs. Data collection in qualitative design is more flexible than quantitative design and offers 

more face validity at the expense of reliability; face validity being defined as the procedure being 

more effective in its stated aims. In other words, the content “on its face” appears appropriate in 

the phenomenon it measures [1, 2]. This is because the data collection in many qualitative methods 

is not rigidly predetermined by the researcher, rather it is driven more by the responses of the 

participants. Common research objectives that lend themselves to qualitative design include 

identifying and exploring, describing, explaining, and evaluating and assessing. Furthermore, 

qualitative methods can give details about phenomena that may not be realized using quantitative 

methods [2]. 
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Within qualitative data collection a few sampling methods exist with their own benefits 

and drawbacks. Major methods include observations, questionnaires, focus groups, and interviews. 

Observations involve the researcher immersing themselves in the participants’ environment to gain 

insight into behavior/phenomena in context. This methodology is common in ethnography and 

anthropology, with a foundational work being Bronislaw Malinowski’s work among Trobriand 

Islanders in 1922 [3]. Observations allow the researchers to open future areas of inquiry and have 

a more intuitive understanding of behaviors as they happen [2]. Major benefits to conducting 

observations include the real-life insight into the subject of investigation as well as the ability to 

collect a wide breadth of data. Disadvantages of observations are that they are intrusive in nature 

and therefore the participants can be prone to act differently in the presence of researchers and bias 

their behaviors. As well, this process is time consuming, potentially costly, and can have little 

experimental control [4].  

Questionnaires involve pre-determined questions conducted either with the researchers or 

independently by the participant which can be done in person or over the telephone or via email. 

They often include a combination question formats, some qualitative and quantitative. 

Questionnaires allow researchers to reach large sample sizes and are most advantageous when data 

collection is not extensively detailed. They require few resources and are quick and easy to 

administer to large numbers of participants. However, fewer individuals are likely to respond 

(approximately 10%) when sought out, and those who do respond often give rushed non-

committed responses. While the administration of questionnaires is quick compared to other 

methods, the design process can be time consuming and prone to bias [4, 5]. Questionnaires are 

commonly used in addition to other data collection as a part of larger studies [4, 6, 7]. In 2020, 

Ponchillia et al. utilized Survey Monkey Pro Online to distribute a questionnaire via email to 614 
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adult volunteers who were legally blind from the Sendero global positioning system electronic 

discussion group (7,000 members total). The questionnaire included 27 items regarding personal 

characteristics, orientation and mobility, technology, building type importance, building type 

difficulty, most useful indoor navigation information, most important characteristics of and indoor 

wayfinding app, preferences for application output mode, and comments or suggestions about the 

wayfinding app and its development. They found that participants were interested in using the app 

to learn about points of interest within an area (elevators, restrooms, vending machines), and for 

the app to know their current location and give wayfinding instructions to any other location, 

pointing out points of interest along the way using a combination of audio, visual, and tactile 

modalities [8].  

Focus groups are discussions conducted with small groups of people on a focused topic. 

The group dynamic of this method allows participants to share their experiences, opinions, 

perceptions, and reactions. Focus groups allow researchers to gather a plethora of data in a short 

amount of time, while also allowing potentially more meaningful data as participants are allowed 

to collaborate their ideas with one another. Drawbacks of this method include difficulties with 

comparing data across multiple focus groups, potential for inequities in participant contribution, 

and potential for participants to feel too vulnerable to share certain experiences in the presence of 

other participants [2, 4].  One application of focus groups was by Guerreiro et al. in 2019 with 

participants with visual impairment to gain a greater knowledge of their challenges with airport 

accessibility and their ideas for improvement. They conducted two focus groups, one with five 

participants and one with four, in which they found commonalities regarding the lack of 

independence in airport traveling, gaps in personal assistance services, environmental challenges 

of the airport, and coping mechanisms among travelers. They also discussed opportunities for 
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assistive technologies [9]. Interviews are conversations between the participant and the researcher 

with different levels of structure to gather depth on a topic of interest [2]. Often considered the 

gold standard of qualitative research, interviews allow the researcher to gather detailed information 

about the topic of interest on an individual participant basis. Drawbacks of interviews include time 

consuming data collection, difficulty generalizing results between participants, and data quality 

being dependent on the skill of the interviewer [4, 5, 10].  

Interviews typically have three designs, each of which has their own benefits and 

drawbacks: structured, unstructured, and semi-structured. Structured interviews feature 

predetermined questions that are not expanded upon. Because of this, structured interviews are the 

least popular of the three types and are often only used if the data required is highly defined. Wilson 

et al. conducted a study in 2004 in which they conducted structured interviews consisting of 

thirteen items to assess symptoms and concerns revolving around palliative care. They asked 

questions regarding the person’s pain, sense of burden, and their anxiety, and their answers 

consisted of ratings from zero (no pain, sense of burden, or anxiety) to six (extreme pain, sense of 

burden, or anxiety). They chose to structure the interview for the purpose of comparing results 

between participants and purposefully wanted restricted questions and answers while still 

maintaining a conversational relationship between researchers and participants [11]. Unstructured 

interviews have no pre-determined questions, allowing the interviewer to explore different aspects 

of the subject matter. This method is also often unused due to the likelihood of important topics 

being left out between interviews. An example of an unstructured interview style was done by 

Erlandsson et. al in 2020. They conducted interviews of five people in a conversation style where 

they described their experiences with tinnitus. The interviewers asked participants to talk about 

their experiences with tinnitus and how it has impacted their life, as well as anything they have 
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done to mitigate their suffering [12]. They intended to give participants the space to talk about any 

part of life, therefore they used a conversation-like structure to gather a wide breadth of rich 

narrative data in an exploratory manner [12].The third design, semi-structured, features 

predetermined questions and structure. However, this design differs from structured interviews in 

that the interviewer can choose to ask follow-up questions to allow the interviewee to elaborate 

more on certain topics. Because this method includes a degree of flexibility with an underlying 

structure, it is the most commonly used interview design [4]. Mortenson et al. conducted a series 

of semi-structured interviews in 2015 of thirteen older adults who use power wheelchairs. Their 

motivation was to understand the nature of power chair use among the participants, and after an 

analysis of interview transcripts, they deduced three types of power chair use: reluctant use, 

strategic use, and essential use. They used these types of use to create aggregate case studies and 

elucidate societal, social, and design problems that contribute to these different approaches to 

someone’s wheelchair use [13]. 

Analysis after qualitative data collection takes several paths, depending on the type of data 

collected and the motivation behind its collection. For data emerging from questionnaires, 

statistical analysis is more possible due to the often-large number of responses. For focus groups 

and interviews, data must be conceptualized through “interpretive procedures” in a process called 

coding. The process of coding is a science in and of itself with different methodologies. Two major 

examples of coding approaches include “grounded theory” and “phenomenology.” The grounded 

theory approach focuses on building an explanatory theory that properly represents the reality it 

represents [14] whereas the phenomenological approach searches for common meanings within 

subjects’ lived experiences [15]. These methods appear similar in their data collection, however 

“phenomenology describes the meaning of lived experiences for multiple consumers about a 
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concept or phenomenon, whereas the intent of grounded theory study is to generate or discover a 

theory” [16]. While the differences lie mainly in the coding of the data, these differences in 

approach often inform the conception of the interview structure as well. Once the data is collected, 

it is transcribed, and the transcriptions are analyzed for commonalities between subjects. The 

researcher derives “codes” based on the subjects’ responses to interview questions so that the codes 

can be better generalized between subjects. The codes are further synthesized into themes. Both 

interview approaches undergo a thematic analysis, however the motivation behind the thematic 

analysis will affect the themes generated from the analysis. These complex approaches are further 

divided into sub-approaches, however the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this work. 

From a design perspective, needs finding is often executed through either observations or 

interviews of stakeholders and subject matter experts. Robert McKim was the head of Stanford 

University's product design program in the 1960s when he coined the term needfinding  as a 

qualitative research approach to studying people to identify their unmet needs [17]. Needfinding 

can still be found in more current curricula at Stanford university. In material from a course called 

Designing Solutions to Global Grand Challenges: Human-Centered AI within the computer 

science department of Standford University in spring 2019, Professor James Landay defines needs 

as “gaps withing a system” and needfinding as “discovering opportunities by recognizing those 

gaps”. He then described interviews and observations as methods of need finding, outlining a 

successful structure of interviews. The content illustrates that this structure mimics the story arc 

structure (introduction, rising action, climax, denouement, conclusion), however the steps include 

an introduction, finding the background, building rapport, evoking stories, exploring emotions, 

reflection, and wrap-up [18]. 
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Limited Mobility 

 Mobility relative to daily lives of human existence is defined as the ability to perform 

activities of daily living within a reasonable limit. Therefore, individuals with limited mobility 

experience difficulties in this execution in some way or perform these activities in non-

conventional ways. Individuals may experience limited mobility congenitally, or through injuries 

or disorders developed later in life [19].  Many studies that aim to investigate the experiences of 

individuals with limited mobility incorporate qualitative data acquisitions. One study involved 

interviews with employed individuals with self-identified limited mobility in their upper and lower 

extremities. The aim was to investigate factors affecting the hiring and worksite satisfaction. Some 

disabilities represented in the participant pool included cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, spinal 

cord injuries, and general pain and fatigue [20]. A study in 2009 also utilized a thematic analysis 

self-reflection of medical students with the intention to improve the patient experience of people 

with disabilities. This study was motivated because individuals with disabilities form a large and 

ever-increasing yet underserved population. Improvements in life expectancy have led to a growth 

in the number of older individuals, as well as longer lives for people with disabilities. The study 

featured “standardized patient educators (SPEs) that served as individuals with a disability seeking 

medical assistance for shoulder pain. The diagnoses featured included multiple sclerosis, 

rheumatoid arthritis, spinal cord injury, and muscular dystrophy, among others [21].  

 One study further examined the experiences of people with limited mobility through the 

lens of public interaction. Cahill and Eggleston in 1995 conducted a series of interviews of 

wheelchair users about their public experiences as well as observations of public excursions [22]. 

As seen previously, participants of the study included individuals with cerebral palsy, multiple 

sclerosis, muscular dystrophy, traumatic brain injury, and paraplegia, all of which were either 

manual or powerchair users [22]. Persons comprising the public (individuals other than the 
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participant group) were categorized into “the known, the knowing, and the unknown” in which the 

known are individuals with known roles such as a waiter or a security guide, the knowing are those 

who can sympathize and have and inside understanding of the inner world of people with limited 

ability, such as family members, and the unknown who have little to no understanding of their role 

in the lives of those with limited ability. The observed public excursions and anecdotes from 

interviews were then viewed through this lens as the participants interact with individuals in their 

environment. From there, their experiences were categorized into themes describing participants’ 

relationship with the public, such as “nonpersons and open persons” [22]. Using this framework, 

Cahill and Eggleston illustrate the presence of stigma as well as public kindness as experiences by 

people with limited mobility. An example of stigma was a participant describing entering a 

department store where the store clerk was folding shirts when the clerk saw the participant 

approaching in a wheelchair and continued to ignore them, “it was obvious that he didn’t want to 

approach me.” Another participant described an example of public kindness when they were going 

to the mall on a day when his leg was bothering him to the point where he didn’t want to hassle 

opening the door. As he approached the door, he could see a woman walking up behind him in the 

reflection of the door, so he slowed down as the woman opened the door for him. Other experiences 

described by the participants included elements of both public kindness and stigma. One person 

described going to a restaurant with two of their friends who also used a wheelchair. When they 

notified the hostess that they would need to be seated at a table without chairs, the hostess jumped 

up and quickly began moving the chairs at a table for the party of three. However, the participant 

described that “as we wheeled to the table, we realized that we were all lined up on one side of this 

long rectangular table facing the wall. So as to achieve a more conversationally comfortable 

seating arrangement, we struggled to move the remaining chairs away from the ends of the table 
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and rearrange the place settings, drawing discomforting attention to ourselves” [22]. This work 

from Cahill and Eggleston emphasizes the importance of understanding the experiences and 

perspectives of people with limited mobility.  

 

Assistive Technology 

Assistive technology is defined as products, equipment, and systems that enhance learning, 

working, and daily living for persons with disabilities [23]. Many people with limited mobility use 

assistive devices to help them perform activities of daily living. Assistive devices include walkers, 

grab bars, wheelchairs, and limb prosthetics and orthotics. These devices offer the potential for 

more independence and well-being for the user. In 2014, Lin and Wu conducted interviews of 

4,456 community-dwelling older adults with limited mobility and created path models of the 

relationship between limitations, assistive device use/personal help, and well-being, as defined by 

positive affect, self-realization, and self-efficacy [24]. The interviews were structured, allowing 

answers to be quantified. From there, correlation coefficients were created outlining relationships 

first between limited mobility and well-being, then pathed with the confound of assistive device 

use. They found that use of assistive devices positively correlated with facets of well-being while 

use of personal help negatively related to facets of well-being [24]. They also investigated the 

impact of education, finding that more educated individuals were more likely to use assistive 

devices whereas less educated participants were more likely to use personal help.  The positive 

correlation between assistive device use and well-being was less dramatic in people who were 

more educated, indicating that the use of assistive devices can improve positive affect, self-

realization, and self-efficacy whereas having a person to help them did not [24]. Krantz and Egard 

in 2017 sought to describe the everyday life experiences of wheelchair users in Sweden. They 

conducted eleven semi-structured interviews and later conducted a thematic analysis. They drew 
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two main categories from the interviews, “challenges and changes” and “the ambassador of 

differentness” [25]. The former category, challenges and changes, explores how the individuals’ 

identity changes as they explore their environment in a wheelchair as well as how their priorities 

change relative to inaccessibility. In the latter category, ambassador of differentness, themes 

emerged regarding the participants’ perceived need to be a representative image of disability to 

others and further discussion on others’ attitudes [25]. These findings emphasize the profound role 

that the wheelchair plays in the lives of people who use them, as people who use a wheelchair can 

be viewed as a representative of other wheelchair users, almost as if it is part of one’s identity.  

Similar to Krantz and Egard, Rossen et al. examined the daily experiences and occupations 

of wheelchair users in Denmark to better understand the relationships between their assistive 

devices, their occupation, and their identity. They used the ValMO model (Value, Meaning, and 

Occupation model) as a theoretical framework and conducted nine semi-structured interviews and 

a subsequent thematic analysis. In essence, the ValMO model describes the relationship between 

one’s occupation and their identity. The model includes three perspectives of occupation that are 

interacting, the macro, the meso, and the micro. The macro perspective is the entire personal life 

course that consists of maintenance, work, play, and recreational occupation. The meso perspective 

includes occupation during a specified time period, for example having dinner. The micro 

perspective includes a single occupation such as. lifting a cup. Major themes that emerged from 

the interviews included “the functionality of the wheelchair”, “the wheelchair as an extension of 

the body”, “the wheelchair and identity issues”, and “the wheelchair and social life” [26]. Within 

the ValMO model, they found that the electric wheelchair served as a determinate factor in all 

levels of occupation for the individual. For participants, their wheelchairs served to increase their 

sense of independence and autonomy if perceived as an extension of their body. Participants also 
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stipulated this feeling of autonomy with their wheelchairs to be context dependent, meaning that 

if the participant’s wheelchair was attuned to function well in their home, it may cause difficulties 

for participants to travel through outdoor environments, for example [26]. All three studies, from 

Lin and Wu, Krantz and Egard, and Rosen et al. examined the relationship between assistive 

technologies and the experiences of people with limited mobility, revealing the deep impact that 

technologies such as a wheelchair can play in someone’s life as well as the capacity of assistive 

technology to improve feelings of well-being and independence when compared to receiving 

assistance from other people. 

 

Navigation with Limited Mobility  

With more modern construction, efforts have been made to make architectural components 

of buildings more accessible though institutional change. In 1990, the Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) was adopted to prohibit discrimination based on someone’s disability and guarantees 

that people with disabilities have the same opportunities as everyone else to participate in 

American life. The ADA defines the term disability as a “physical or mental impairment that 

substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person who has a history or record or such 

an impairment, or a person who is perceived by others as having such an impairment” [27]. It 

provides requirements “for newly designed and constructed or altered State and local government 

facilities, public accommodations and commercial facilities to be readily accessible to and usable 

by individuals with disabilities” [27]. It features specifications regarding types of facilities and the 

expectations for pathing, elevator access, ramp building access, historical site considerations, etc. 

[16]. For example, in the section on accessible routes, there is a section on ramps specifying their 

slope and maximum rise, specifying that a slope steeper than 1:8 is prohibited for a rise of three 

inches [27]. While the standard features careful descriptions of design components of the 
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constructed building, the standard does not always apply to contents of the building, such as 

grocery store merchandise. The ADA standard was revised in 2010, with major revisions aimed to 

broaden the scope to be more inclusive mainly to people with non-visible disabilities, as this places 

the definition of disability on the non-disabled party, as well as defining to the term “major life 

activities” whereas before it was open to interpretation [27].  In the previously discussed paper, 

Cahill and Eggleston criticized the previous ADA standard of 1990, stating the act featured “many 

exemptions, vague language, and questionable provisions for enforcement” [22]. While the ADA 

was a monumental piece of civil rights legislation for people with limited mobility, it is still subject 

to criticism among people with limited mobility. 

Beyond legislative efforts to improve accessibility, research has been conducted to evaluate 

the accessibility of public routes. One hurdle to overcome for accessible design is the highly 

personal nature of limited mobility, as each individual approaches their own wayfinding 

differently. In 2017, Hashemi and Karimi sought to create a more personalized wayfinding 

experience for wheelchair users navigating outdoor spaces, specifically sidewalks. They intended 

to combine collaborative wayfinding with literature regarding navigation systems to create a more 

personalized experience using a Monte Carlo simulation to personalize the navigational database 

as users gave feedback [28]. Each path was given a numerical value to capture its accessibility, 

called an accessibility index, for comparison. They found that the system could be improved with 

categorization of wheelchair users to better suit their needs as well as improved data on sidewalk 

segments, as actual physical attributes often determine the viability of paths for wheelchair users 

[28].  

On a smaller scale than sidewalk navigation, in 2016 Velho et al. used a mixed method 

analysis to investigate the accessibility of a London bus after the introduction of ramps. A portion 
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of the analysis was biomechanical, investigating the push forces to propel up the ramps. The other 

half of the analysis was qualitative, involving twenty-one conversational style interviews to 

attempt to understand the barriers to accessibility of the bus system [29]. From the biomechanical 

side, they found that the forces on the shoulder were conducive to injury when the user propels 

themselves up the ramp. On the qualitative side, issues with using the bus system consisted of 

technological barriers, spatial barriers, social barriers, and feelings of isolation [29]. Ultimately, 

they concluded that transport encompasses a wide variety of factors, and that innovation should be 

a continual conversation. 

 

Indoor Navigational Technology 

In order to discuss navigation and wayfinding, it is first important to distinguish the two. 

Navigation is defined as “the process of tracking and providing real-time guidance on selected 

routes” and wayfinding is “the process of finding a route (optimal or desired) between a pair of 

locations, in outdoor or indoor environments” [30]. With increased ubiquity in outdoor 

navigational systems, more attention is being directed toward indoor navigation. Outdoor 

navigational systems often use GPS. The navigational systems have shown success in outdoor 

environments, however, they are less accurate indoors due to satellite signal loss [31]. Common 

design considerations beyond signal viability include power consumption, accuracy, potential for 

signal interference, and smart phone functionality. To address these considerations while 

overcoming the satellite signal loss found in GPS navigation, researchers are exploring other 

technologies. While the positioning technology differs, indoor navigational systems all include 

three modules, the indoor positioning module that estimates the position of the user, the navigation 
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module that determines the route to the destination from the user’s position, and the human 

machine interaction module that communicates and allows interaction with the user [32].  

Different technologies for indoor navigation include computer vision, communication 

technology, and pedestrian dead reckoning. Computer vision-based systems utilize cameras and 

image processing algorithms and deep learning to give the user information about the environment. 

Pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) estimates the user’s position given past positions by using 

internal sensors of a smartphone device, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers 

to calculate step length and step number as well as heading direction. PDR is subject to a larger 

number of position errors and therefore is commonly used in addition to other navigational 

systems. Under the umbrella of communication technology are Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, radio frequency 

identification (RFID), visible light communication (VLC), and ultra-wideband (UWB) 

technologies. RFID technology requires an RFID reader and RFID tags placed in the environment 

and can either be active or passive, with passive being more popular due to the lack of necessary 

power source. RFID systems often use received signal strength (RSS) in indoor environments and 

can use trilateration and fingerprinting as positioning approaches [32]. RFID is advantageous in 

its simplicity and accuracy; however its range is limited and requires a receiver not necessarily 

innate in smartphones [33]. Wi-Fi based systems use pre-existing access point infrastructure and 

RSS fingerprinting, trilateration, and triangulation approaches for positioning [32]. The ability of 

Wi-Fi navigation to utilize previously existing infrastructure makes it appealing, however building 

Wi-Fi often has varied signal strength that is unstable and noisy and may not be adequate for RSSI 

location estimation [33]. Bluetooth based systems use Bluetooth low energy (BLE) beacons 

installed in the environment to source RF signals transmitted to a smartphone to determine user 

positions utilizing proximity sensing or RSS fingerprinting approaches  [32]. BLE is the most 
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promising method of indoor navigation because it is low cost, features technology already installed 

in smartphones, and the beacons are easy to install and maintain, however unlike Wi-Fi it lacks 

previously established infrastructure [33]. VLC uses LED or fluorescent lamps to be detected by 

smartphone cameras and determines position with angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), 

and time difference of arrival (TDOA) [32]. VLC is advantageous in its ability to detect obstacles 

in the environment; however, obstacles and other people can also be disruptive to its ability to 

determine position. In addition, the use of cameras requires a high level of power consumption  

[33]. UWB utilizes and large number of pulses of radio frequencies from a transmitter to a receiver 

and translates it into data, utilizing TOA, AOA, TDOA, and RSS methods to estimate position. 

UWB is by far the most accurate of all positioning technologies discussed, however it is the most 

costly, especially when compared to BLE [32, 34]. The position estimate techniques implemented 

by these positioning technologies utilize the relationship between the transmitted signal and the 

receiving device to generate location estimations using different mathematical approaches. Each 

approach (AOA, TOA, TDOA, and RSSI) has their own advantages and limitations and can be 

used in hybrid to mitigate each approach’s shortcomings [35].  

Some efforts in the area of accessible wayfinding feature technologies centered around the 

needs of individuals with cognitive impairments. Chang et al. proposed a more personalized 

navigational experience using RFID tags placed in the environment that could be scanned by the 

user with a personal digital assistant (PDA) and generate a route using a routing engine. This way, 

the system, called the Ubiquitous Service for Direction Guide (U-Service DOG), could provide 

contextualized information to the user as they approach the tags. This system is meant to address 

difficulties in spatial abilities experienced by people with cognitive impairment, namely perceptual 

and fundamental information-processing capabilities and previously acquired knowledge. The U-
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Service DOG system provides prompting to the users at decision points along a route. While the 

results were promising, the authors specified that the system’s success may be contingent on 

complexity of the route and extent of limited cognition of the user [36]. Similarly, Liu et al. utilized 

Wi-Fi-based localization to test different interface modalities for a navigational assistance to serve 

individuals with cognitive impairments. Like the U-Service DOG system, they found that the use 

of images, audio, text, direction timing, and confirmation messages varied between the 

individualized needs of each of the participants, and that a customizable functionality is likely the 

best design [7]. 

While some indoor navigational systems are being developed with RFID or Wi-Fi, the 

more popular approach is the use of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), especially for navigation within 

large spaces [9]. BLE utilizes specified frequencies from battery-powered beacons that can be used 

by smartphones to locate points of interest, such as store fronts, doctor’s offices, and airport 

terminals. One example system that uses BLE navigation is NavCog. The NavCog system 

comprised of three components: the iOS app, the map server, and the BLE beacons installed in the 

environment. The device in which the app is installed uses RSS and the phone’s incorporated 

gyroscope to determine the user’s position in relation to the beacons based on a previously created 

RSS map (RSS fingerprinting). Beacons are installed every 6-12m in the environment. The 

intention is to provide autonomous mobility for blind and visually impaired (BVI) individuals 

within complex and unfamiliar indoor/outdoor environments [37]. More recently, Guerreiro et al. 

implemented BLE navigation within an airport with legally blind users. They conducted two focus 

groups with nine participants followed by a thematic analysis. Then, the participants were asked 

to use the navigational system (adapted from the NavCog app) to complete routes throughout the 

airport. The results showed that the system was able to navigate obstacles within the airport despite 
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a few navigational errors that may need to be made more robust in areas that require more safety, 

such as when someone enters secure areas where the route taken by the user must be very specific 

as to comply with airport security expectations [9]. 

Many studies have been conducted for the BVI community, but less attention has been 

dedicated to wayfinding for individuals with limited mobility. That being said, there are a few 

works in the area of late. Montilla and León-Sánchez created a 3D model of an indoor and outdoor 

space conducive to indoor navigation centered around individuals with limited mobility. They 

implemented the system at the Agricultural Sciences Faculty of the National University of 

Colombia in Bogotá. They characterized the space with the model in ways useful to people with 

limited mobility, for example noting which doors were automatic and the width, slope, turning 

width, and presence of handrails for the building’s ramps. Ultimately, they created two models, 

cityGML (GML: geography markup language) and later indoorGML with the former detailing 

outer details of buildings and the latter detailing the indoor space. This modeling software could 

lead to automated model generation based on blueprints and construction information of buildings 

to later be used for indoor navigation technologies [38]. More recently, Yaagoubi et al. aimed to 

develop a navigation solution for wheelchair users within indoor environments. Their work 

consisted of creating a semantic database model for navigation in a wheelchair based on 

IndoorGML and ADA accessibility guidelines, generating a navigation graph from a 

mathematically generated diagram, and assessing the accessibility of the navigation graph. The 

generated mathematical diagram allowed for automatic generation of navigation segments and 

accompanying accessibility assessment based on ADA accessibility guidelines. The 3D navigation 

graph generated through mathematical modeling allows for a priori assessment of spaces in terms 

of routing, such as shortest route and optimal path for a wheelchair user, but it more geared toward 
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assessment of building structure rather than serving the personal navigational needs of someone 

with limited mobility [39]. Prandi et al. devised a system focused on serving university students at 

the University of Bologna in 2021. It features an Internet of Things infrastructure and BLE 

navigation, focusing their functionality on students with disabilities including BVI people and 

individuals with limited mobility. The app featured three main functions, “navigate to”, “around 

you”, and “have a tour.” The “navigate to” function allowed the user to navigate to certain points 

of interest within a building from their current location. The “around you” function gave the user 

a list of points of interest closest to them. The “have a tour” function guides the user across a 

predefined list of points of interest, similar to a guided tour, allowing the user to better understand 

pieces of art or historical artifacts within a space. They conducted three field studies with purposive 

sampling of three different campus locations: first with students with disabilities, then with visitors 

and tourists, and finally with students. The participants navigated the spaces with the BLE 

navigation system using smartphones and then were interviewed. Prandi et al. used a structured 

interview format with qualitative and quantitative components that were later transcribed and 

coded for analysis. They found that the “around you” function was useful to indicate points of 

interest within a space but was perceived to be less useful after the user became more familiar with 

the space. Users with limited mobility liked the “navigate to” function but BVI users indicated that 

it needed more precise navigation instruction. Tourists enjoyed the “around you” and “have a tour” 

functions the most. Students expressed that including more information in the “around you” 

function such as professor’s office hours could be an improvement to encourage them to continue 

to use the app [33].  
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App Design 

 

To discuss application design regarding indoor navigational systems, it is first necessary to 

define a smartphone application (app). Within a smartphone, an app is a type of software that 

allows the user to carry out a specific task [40]. In the case of the CityGuide indoor navigational 

system, the software of the smartphone app will be the connection between received signals from 

the environment and will have necessary algorithms to generate the user’s current location as well 

as algorithms to generate a route for the user to get to their destination. The app may also include 

functions to inform the user of additional information about points of interest (POI) along or within 

the route, possible attributes to the route that may make the route inviable, such as breaks in the 

pavement or stairs, and/or the ability for users to connect with other users to share information. 

Two necessary internal app functions will be discussed: crowdsourcing and route generation.  

While many of the previously discussed navigational systems, such as Chang et al. and 

Prandi et al. used infrastructure within the environment to interact with a smartphone app or PDA, 

Li et al. utilized crowdsourcing to generate an indoor navigational system outside of external 

infrastructure (however the system did use Wi-Fi existing within the structure). Crowdsourcing is 

the use of multiple users/devices to obtain information that otherwise wouldn’t be clear to a single 

user. Intended to help BVI people with navigation within a shopping mall, this system required 

employees from each store within the mall to go through the store first. Their phones create RSS 

fingerprints using facility Wi-Fi that they would then tag with the app as being within a certain 

store. Fluctuation in the RSS sampling generally follow a Gaussian distribution, and therefore 

allowed researcher to somewhat predict RSS sampling changes within the same fingerprint 

location in space. IMU data was also collected to further validate the distances between the RSS 

fingerprints. Using the internalized accelerometer, the employee’s (and later the user’s) 
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acceleration (√𝑎𝑥+
2 𝑎𝑦2+𝑎𝑧2 ) would reach a maximum value at heel strike. Taking two derivations 

of this value would allow the software to generate a distance estimate between POIs while the 

person is walking. This was referred to as step detection. Using the internalized compass and 

gyroscope, the software took the gravity sensor (vertical component of accelerometer) to relate the 

readings from the phone’s internal gyroscope reading to Earth’s coordinate system. Because only 

the vertical component of the accelerometer is used, only the yaw component, specifically angle 

changes about the z-axis can be generated. However, as people only walks in an x-y plane, this 

will allow the software to understand and turns made when walking. This is done by taking the dot 

product of rotation matrices about the x and y axis and the 3-directional gyroscope reading to put 

the phone’s internal gyroscope reading in terms of the Earth’s coordinate system (𝑒𝑥, 𝑒𝑦, 𝑒𝑧). The 

𝑒𝑧 component is then used to measure the angle changes of the user as they walk (turn detection). 

Once this preliminary data is collected by store employees, users and employees further walk-

through stores as they normally would, and the software generates walking paths by combining 

data generated by multiple users. Some concerns for this system were the RSS fluctuation in the 

presence of large crowds of users, as well as RSS sampling rates in terms of the user’s walking 

speed. Store entrances were wider than 4m wide, and shoppers commonly do not exceed 1 m/s 

walking speed, so a RSS sampling rate of 1 Hz would give the software 4 RSS fingerprints at a 

storefront to identify the user’s store location. To test this system, researchers used a shopping 

mall that was 6 km2 comprised of 25 stores. Results showed that walking paths became clear after 

20 iterations. Researchers also considered the case in which some stores would not participate 

(they excluded 3 of the 25 stores) and obtained similar results after 20 iterations [41]. Plikynas et 

al. also used crowdsourcing in their indoor-guided navigational system in 2022. They argue that 

crowdsourcing offers a user-centric solution to indoor navigation without costly infrastructure. 
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Similar to Li et al, this system involves volunteers from the public marking POIs in an 

environment. This system, however, uses an electronic traveling aid (ETA) equipped with IMU 

sensors, stereo, IR sensors (depth), and video that is uploaded through Wi-Fi to a cloud be used 

for vision algorithms. The ETA would interact with the user with bone-conductive headphones 

and tactile feedback. If the user reaches a point of failure in navigation, the system can use dead 

reckoning to direct the user back to their previous point or allow them to call a volunteer who can 

access their location and route information to direct them from there. After the user has reached 

their destination, they are given the option to rate the route used. Core functions of the software 

were to allow the user to find needed objects, to locate obstacles, and to infer the users’ locations 

from which to navigate. Using IMU data, the system would classify 3 directions (‘forward’, ‘left’, 

or ‘right’) and give a prediction reliability estimate. The system contained eight modes: an object 

detector using an RC-B camera to recognize typical objects, a specific object mode that adds in 

template matching, a scene description using color image input that would provide textual 

description of a scene generated by volunteers, facial recognition of people determined necessary 

by the user, optical character to detect user gestures, obstacle recognition based on a depth camera, 

navigation mode that uses imitation-learning deep neural networks and object detection based on 

volunteer training sessions, and a social networking mode to contact volunteers for help or leave 

route reviews. Once enough user data is generated and combined through crowdsourcing, someone 

can input a destination and choose a route (shorter, faster, stair-free, most used, best-rated, most 

recent, or other options) and will be given directions to the destinate through the bone-conduction 

headphones and tactile display. This system is still in development. [42].  

In 2020, Wheeler et al. intended to build upon previous navigational systems for 

pedestrians (Google maps) to include information useful for people with disabilities in route 
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generation. To do this, they expanded upon the CityGML model (discussed previously) using an 

application domain extension for accessible pathways (ADE-AP) with information based on ADA 

accessible guidelines (ADAAG). They discussed that while time and distance are key factors often 

discussed in route selection, that safety and satisfaction are also important, and that many people 

who use wheelchairs will be more satisfied with a longer path if it is more accessible, even if it 

takes longer to get to a destination. In order to incorporate safety and satisfaction metrics, they 

used fuzzy logic to account for user preferences, and ADAAG standards for wheelchair users (path 

width, length, slope, surface type, surface condition, traffic, and steps). The fuzzy logic algorithm 

would generate a score for each path from 0-5 with 0 being impassible and 5 being most difficult. 

The algorithm then incorporated Dijkstra’s algorithm to generate the shortest pathway that 

incorporated the best ratings [43].  Edsger Dijkstra created a foundational algorithm in 1959. This 

algorithm starts with “nodes” and evaluates neighboring nodes in regard to their distance from the 

original node. It’s an iterative process that originally categorizes distance from all nodes as infinite 

until they are evaluated through passing through the series of neighbors. If the distance between 

the newly visited neighbor is shorter than the previously determined length, it replaced it. 

Therefore, the end result is the shortest path between two nodes of interest. Dijkstra’s algorithm is 

often incorporated into others, such as the fuzzy logic algorithm previously discussed [44]. 

Wheeler then used CityGML to model a real location (University of Pittsburg main campus) and 

compared their ADE-AP generation to Google Maps and compared the two with a previously used 

PAM model for a ground truth comparison. They quantified the length of the route, the number of 

segments, and the number of turns for each system and found that the route lengths were the same 

for the ADE-AP and Google, while the number of segments and turns were greater for the ADE-

AP routes than Google. Ultimately, this work is a proof-of-concept showing that accessible route 
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generation is possible and should be implemented as a ubiquitous tool for more accessible 

pedestrian wayfinding [43]. To better understand difference in route generation algorithms, Park 

et al. conducted a comparison of network model creation algorithms. They discussed five 

algorithms from three categories: corridor derivation, cell decomposition, and visibility 

partitioning and compared their route generation in terms of length and simplicity (number of 

turns). Within corridor derivation, they discussed modified-medial axis transform (M-MAT) and 

conforming constrained Delaunay triangulation (CCDT). M-MAT generates a centerline within 

corridors using diagonal and straight lines. Previous versions (the MAT) generated curved lines 

that were more software taxing or did not include turn information at all (straight MAT), which 

left out information for H-shaped corridors. CCDT generates routes by generating the centerline 

of a given geometry by approximating the center axis. The area is divided into triangles and the 

CCDT connects centroids of triangle edges that make up Delaunay triangles. The added 

conforming element can eliminate the long, serpentine paths that often occurred in narrow 

corridors in the original CDT method. Within the cell decomposition category, they discussed the 

middle-point relation structure segment entrance modification algorithm (MPRSSEM) and the 

mesh algorithm. MPRSSEM decomposes the space into corridors and rooms and considers their 

connectivity. This model is based on CCDT but considers an adjacency aspect. If the connectivity 

meets a certain criterion (such as a corridor and a room have the same wall between them) then 

the algorithm connects the centerline of that corridor with the centroid of the room’s door to 

generate a path. The mesh algorithm divides the indoor space into small grids and connecting grids 

based on adjacency. The algorithm requires three attributes when generation a path, the number of 

directions, the dominant angle, and the initial grid size. A direction attribute can either be a rook’s 

case (+ shape) or a queen’s case (+ with 4 additional diagonal directions). The queen’s case will 
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offer a smoother path because of the additional diagonal direction options. The dominant angle 

rotates the indoor navigation network model so as to align with the walls for better length estimates 

of the path. For grid size, a smaller grid will generate a better projection but will be costly in terms 

of performance, but a larger grid will offer better performance with a poorer projection. For the 

visibility partitioning category, the visibility graph (VG) algorithm was discussed. This algorithm 

places points at door centroids and building vertices (corners) and then draws a straight line to any 

two points visible to each other. The assumption being that if two points are visible to each other, 

there is no obstacle between them. Overall, in terms of path length, the VG and mesh had the 

shortest path with M-MAT and CCDT generating the longest path. MPRSSEM and VG generated 

the simplest path, while Mesh generated the most complex path [45]. 

Another consideration for app design is the way in which the user will interact with the 

interface, and conversely the way that the app will communicate necessary information to the user. 

Three sensory modalities exist on a smartphone to communicate information to the user: sound, 

light, and haptic feedback through vibration. Sound is generated with the phone’s internal speaker, 

while visual feedback and be through the integrated camera flash, the screen illuminating, or 

through specialized LED lights [46]. Haptic feedback is generated with a permanent magnet DC 

motor with an eccentric mass counterweight. The motor rotates the counterweight, generating 

centrifugal force and thus creating haptic feedback within the device [47].  In 2020, Ling et al. 

wanted to evaluate a multimodal interface design compared to a unimodal design for users 

operating a navigational app while driving a typical commute to work. They argue that multimodal 

interfaces provide a more natural and efficient interaction and that humans interaction with the 

world is inherently multimodal. To test this, they used a navigational app called Amap and asked 

16 participants to drive a typical commute in Changsha, China first with a touch screen interaction, 
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and then with a gesture-combined voice interaction. They then quantified the time the participants 

interacted with the app and asked them to rate their experience from 1 to 5 in terms of 

“naturalness”, followed by an unstructured interview where they asked participants about their 

opinions of each modality case. While total operation time, input time, and screen browsing time 

were all lower for the multimodality case, was not significantly less. In addition, users found the 

multimodal interaction (voice and gesture) to be more natural than interacting with the touch 

screen, especially in the context of driving. Beyond modality design is the user interface on the 

screen of the smartphone [48]. Within the screen face, there are different parts and display options 

for the user to interact with. Often featured at the top of the screen, the annunciator panel provides 

information about the state of the mobile device and can be displayed or not when using an app. 

Display options for navigational purposes (within the app navigation) include a fixed menu that 

would remain in place on the screen, an expandable menu, and parallax scroll where different 

portions of the display scroll at different rates. Textual information is easiest to read on smartphone 

screens with sans serif fonts, and plain language is essential for larger populations of users. 

Focused content with shallow hierarchies of information (limited to 2-3 levels) will limit both load 

times for the app and cognitive loading for the user. In the 1920s, German psychologists developed 

a number of visual perception theories called the Gestalt principles that often influence the design 

of user interfaces. The first is the principle of proximity, which describes that if objects are placed 

in close proximity on a screen, they are perceived as a group. The second principle is closure, 

meaning that if enough of a shape is present, it will be perceived as a closed shape. This can allow 

interface designers to create more minimal symbols and images that are less costly to the memory 

of the smartphone and can be perceived the same by the user. The third principle is continuity, 

meaning that our eyes will follow an object conceived as continual. This can aid users in a typical 
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navigation of an app. The fourth is figure and ground, meaning that a shape will be perceived as 

the figure, while all else around it is the ground. It is important that the person using the app can 

differentiate between “figures” meaning interactable items and the background of the app to limit 

frustration. The final principle is similarity, meaning that objects appearing similarly will be 

grouped together. This is important when choosing button colors and symbol shapes within the 

app. When the user has interacted with the app, feedback signals a result of the interaction, which 

can come in the form of a color change, a message, or a changed page, for example. If the user 

receives a notification in the interaction, no more than 3 options should be presented, which often 

include a cancel option, an option to correct information, or an option to proceed through the app 

navigation. To aid in accessibility for people with limited dexterity, larger buttons on a touch 

screen are important, with the actual button area being larger than the perceived area. Keyboard 

inputs should be limited, with text suggestions and voice command as options for text input. 

Including a back button and remembering user inputs for larger data inputs will also limit 

frustration as the person uses the app [49]. 

CHAPTER 2 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 In its current state, personal navigation and wayfinding systems are mostly reserved for 

outdoor travel, often through GPS applications on a smart device. These systems offer users the 

ability to access turn-by-turn navigation (either via car, sidewalks, or public transportation) to 

nearly any destination using their current location, allowing users to explore new environments 

without wasting time wandering or studying maps before departure. Current systems for navigation 

include Apple Maps, Google Maps and Waze [50-52]. These apps give turn-by-turn navigation 
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both visually on the phone screen and audibly with a voice through the screen, as well as traffic 

information, construction and car accident updates, crowdsourcing information about police 

presence, and information about businesses including hours, customer traffic, reviews with images, 

and entrance accessibility for wheelchair users [50-52].  

 As of 2021, the global use of smartphones is estimated to be 6.4 billion individuals [53]. 

In addition, modern smartphones have GPS navigation apps automatically installed into the device, 

whether that be Apple Maps or Google Maps. Whilst smart phone use is approaching ubiquity, 

there is a lack of consideration for individuals with limited mobility regarding navigation and 

wayfinding. A recent addition to Google Maps does incorporate accessible entrance information 

of some destinations, however no current navigation application includes information about 

pavement conditions, accessibility of public transit, or conditions of the indoor space (other than 

user generated pictures) [50-52]. 

Currently, many researchers approach accessible design as an extension of existing models 

of wayfinding via increased functionality; but in turn miss important navigation needs of people 

with limited mobility [30]. Williams, et al. in 2013 stated that “designing technology for personal 

use requires a holistic understanding of the user, including their preferences, behavior, and 

activities” [54]. A portion of this consideration is the available sensory output modalities, and this 

is often the extent of current accessible design. For instance, people with visual impairments can 

use an audio description of their navigation, however this may not communicate elements of the 

environment that are useful to the user, such as oncoming traffic or changes in sidewalk terrain. 

As previously mentioned, elements of the route such as path terrain are also essential information 

for a person with limited mobility. Another important component to individuals with disabilities 

is the feeling of independence, as depicted by Lin and Wu in 2014 through their interviews of 
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people who use wheelchairs. They found that people who were able to use assistive technology in 

place of asking others for help experienced a higher well-being in terms of positive affect, self-

realization, and self-efficacy [24]. Current gaps in accessible design can make independence 

difficult and put the responsibility on the user to meet their needs when using otherwise commonly 

used technologies.    

The most promising avenue for developing this technology is via Bluetooth Low Energy 

(BLE). It involves the installation of physical beacons that emit frequencies denoting their location 

to be interpreted by the app on a smart device [55]. Other technologies for indoor navigation 

include Wi-Fi [7], RFID [36], vision-based methods such as optical transmitters and ultrasound 

transmitters [56], and GPS [57], but have been proven to be less viable for the application of indoor 

navigation due to lack of incorporated smartphone functionality (RFID), lack of consistent signal 

strength (Wi-Fi), or lack of viability in indoor space due to signal drop off (GPS) [32, 58]. BLE 

technology is especially promising because of its low power consumption, accuracy, indoor 

viability, and current smartphone functionality [59]. Previous use of BLE navigation has been seen 

in a study involving wayfinding within a parking garage [58].   

The proposed solution is to create an indoor/outdoor navigation and wayfinding app, 

currently called CityGuide. The goal for this app is to design, install, and test a navigational system 

that holds inclusive design at its center, to provide navigation and wayfinding information with 

accessibility at the front of its design, so that people with disabilities can use this technology as a 

tool to pursue a deeper involvement in their community, and the freedom to explore new ones. To 

understand the needs of people with limited mobility, the portion of this project includes a series 

of interviews in a need finding endeavor.  Because current navigation and wayfinding systems do 

not meet the needs of people with disabilities, the purpose of this study was two-fold; to investigate 
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the needs of users with limited mobility in situations of navigation and wayfinding, and to gather 

their insight into the necessary functionalities of an indoor-outdoor navigation app. This qualitative 

study intended to answer two main investigative questions; how people with limited mobility are 

currently navigating, and how can this be improved with a smart phone indoor/outdoor navigation 

app.   

CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODS 

Participants 

 

Ten people (55.5 ± 14.2yrs, 3 male, 7 female) participated in semi-structured interviews. 

All participants self-identified as having limited mobility, with four participants being ambulatory 

and six using a wheelchair. The average onset of their limited mobility was 37.2 ± 21.4yrs, with 

two participants having a more recent onsets of two and five years. The sources of limited mobility 

among the participants included quadriplegia, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, 

rheumatoid arthritis, and stroke. Six of the ten individuals use a motorized wheelchair, two use a 

manual wheelchair, one uses a cane, and one does not use assistive devices when ambulating.  
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TABLE 1 

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Demographic N Average (years)  Standard Deviation (years) 

Age (years) 
   

18-30 1 21 0 

30-50 2 45 3 

50+ 7 63.43 4.69 

Gender 
   

Male 3 
  

Female 7 
  

Ethnicity 
   

Caucasian 9 
  

Hispanic 1 
  

Nature of Mobility 

Limitation 

   

Spinal Cord Injury 3 
  

Muscular Dystrophy 2 
  

Stroke 1 
  

Cerebral Palsy 1 
  

Epilepsy 1 
  

Rheumatoid Arthritis 1 
  

Other 1 
  

Onset of Mobility Limitation 
 

37.2 21.43 

Device Use 
   

Power chair 6 
  

Manual chair 2 
  

Cane/walking stick 1 
  

None 1 
  

 

Study Procedure 

 

This study used a semi-structured interview design with a subsequent thematic analysis. 

Interviews were conducted from a non-random sample of nine adult (>18yrs) individuals who have 

self-identified limited mobility. Participants were recruited from the Timbers Apartments, 

Cerebral Palsy Research Foundation (CPRF), Wichita State University, and word-of-mouth. All 
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individuals received and signed an informed consent form (approved by the Wichita State 

Institutional Review Board study #5058) prior to participation in the study. Preliminary 

demographic data was collected, including age, gender identification, ethnicity, nature of mobility 

limitation(s), onset of mobility limitation(s), ambulatory status, and any use of assistive devices.  

The interview consisted of two parts. The first part incorporated questions pertaining to the 

participants current method of navigation and wayfinding. The second focused on the participant’s 

feedback on navigation technologies and opinions on future innovations. It was comprised of 

twenty-five questions in total with an average interview time of 42.5min.  

  The interview was audio recorded, and later transcribed for further analysis. After the 

transcription of the audio, identifying participant information was made confidential other than 

their demographic data and corresponding participant number.  

As seen in previous studies involving qualitative interview data, the primary analysis was 

a thematic analysis of interview transcripts [25, 26]. This involved synthesizing participant 

answers into common “themes” that were then compared and discussed together.  

CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS 

 

To answer the research questions of how people with limited mobility are currently 

navigating, and how can this be improved with a smart phone indoor/outdoor navigation app, 

interviews were conducted and analyzed for common themes between participants. As a result of 

the analysis, three main categories emerged: the person’s relationship with their environment, their 

relationship with people, and their relationship with their smartphone. Some common sentiments 
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also emerged and were recorded as percentages of all participants, if participants did not express 

these sentiments, they were not included in this calculation.  

 

Relationship with Their Environment 

 

Part of navigating both indoor and outdoor spaces involve the person closely interacting 

with their environment. This is especially apparent for people with limited mobility, particularly 

regarding conditions of the ground, traveling through multi-story buildings, using bathroom 

facilities, and navigating weather conditions.  

 

Pavement 

 

 Common points of discussion included accessible paths and pavement both indoors and 

out. Eighty-nine percent of participants expressed that components of the physical condition of the 

pavement affected their ability to navigate spaces. One participant described a specific portion of 

their daily commute that was affected by poor sidewalk conditions.  

But there’s a certain sidewalk right behind our courts that so many times the art people 

have piled stuff up or there’s a low spot in the sidewalk and they dump their residual pottery 

leftovers in water and it’s this thick mud pile and if I go through that I’m going to spend 2 

hours trying to get it all back off my wheels, so I don’t track it everywhere. Um, and so 

while that is the quickest route that any able-bodied person can just go that way, if there’s 

an issue, they can just walk right around it over the grass. I don’t even look anymore. I 

mean that’ll save me 2 or 3 minutes going that way as opposed to going all the way around 

in the other direction down our front gate and around the RSC, it’s easier not to even look, 

I just do that. P39). 
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Another point of discussion in many interviews was navigating through damaged sidewalks. One 

participant stated that they “might use crowdsourcing or whatever to look and see how long it’s 

going to be under construction or something like that” (P12).  

 

Entrances 

 

 Upon arriving at the desired building, participants described issues navigating accessible 

entrances. Generally, participants expressed more understanding for facilities that were older and 

likely constructed before ADA guidelines. 

I would probably be more frustrated. If it’s a new facility. And they didn’t include the 

access like they were supposed to. Or signage or whatever are accessible door things like 

that. I would be more frustrated with a newer building if it didn’t do it than I would older 

facilities (P12). 

A few people reflected on past travels and their experiences with inaccessibility in older buildings. 

One person expressed that they have had issues with knowing whether an excursion will have 

accessible paths beforehand. “You can get 98% of the way there, and then there’s one step that 

you just can’t get up. That’s all it takes” (P39). 

Bathrooms 

 

Of all the accessible components of indoor spaces, wheelchair-friendly bathroom stalls 

were by far the most emphasized. When recalling his travels, one participant described the 

infrequency of accessible bathrooms in some spaces.  

The most important thing would be accessible bathrooms. That is the number one thing 

that would be, you know, my general rule in Europe is “when I’m out exploring, if there’s 
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an accessible bathroom, I’m using it whether I’ve gotta go or not” because it may be 6 

hours before I happen upon another one.  (P39) 

Beyond location of “accessible” facilities, one participant clarified that some of the bathroom stalls 

designated as accessible are not large enough for her to transfer from her wheelchair.  

I have to see just longer, it’s the same width as a typical stall, but it is longer and just has 

grab bars on each side. But with one of those, I have no turning radius with my wheelchair, 

which makes it very difficult to actually transfer to the toilet and get out. (P54) 

These experiences highlight a running thread of inconsistencies in accessibility that can cause 

added frustration and wasted time for many people with limited mobility.  

 

Weather 

 

 Because the pavement conditions play a major role in navigation for many people with 

limited mobility, it became a topic of many of the interviews with 75% of participants stating that 

weather information would be helpful to include in an accessible navigation app. While using the 

local public transportation, one participant stated that “weather plays a big part of whether I go out 

or not” (P27). Another participant echoed this statement, particularly regarding winter conditions.  

I know there are several factors, if the weather is bad I just don’t go, I have to make the 

decision to not even go do something because I know they’re not gonna have it salted 

around the area and it’s just going to be too slick (P7). 

 

Elevators 

 

 One essential part of navigating indoor spaces for those who cannot climb stairs are the 

location of elevators within a space. One person mentioned that they frequently call ahead to ask 
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about the accessibility of a space: “I’ve always had to ask where the elevator is, and I’ve been 

taken on freight elevators” (P7). On the other hand, one participant explained that his years of 

wheelchair use have made him more confident in finding elevators in indoor spaces.   

Though, if you’re a wheelchair user, you’ve done it enough times that you almost just 

develop like a sixth sense of where they’re gonna put it. It’s always gonna be in a certain 

corner or where they’re gonna put it (P39). 

When asked about a navigational app that could help her find elevators in an indoor space, one 

person described how this could save her time finding it on her own.  

And I would be pretty likely to use it, because it would take a lot of the, like, the initial, 

you know, super thought and problem solving away, because if there’s already something 

that tells me, okay, this is you know where the elevators are, and relation to the bathrooms 

in relation to the door, you know, this is the bathroom that might be the most accessible to 

you, you know, things like that that would be a, you know, invaluable resource to be able 

to navigate, especially for the first time (P54). 

Relationship with People 

Each participant described the role that others play around them when finding locations in 

indoor and outdoor environments. Major themes included asking for assistance, navigating 

crowds, calling for help, and the formation of communities with others with mobility limitations.  

 

Asking for Location Assistance 

 When asked about locating key features of indoor spaces, participants described three 

options; looking for posted signage, asking others around them for help, or simply roaming the 

space until they found what they were looking for.  
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I would first look on the walls for signage, or like I said, the ceilings and if I couldn’t see 

any signage, then I would ask someone and if that didn’t work, then I would just start 

randomly roaming the halls. (P80) 

They were then asked to choose their most preferred method of assistance among the ones they 

listed. “Yes, definitely signage would be first, second would be asking and then my last option or 

my preference would be just wildly wheeling down unknown territory” (P80). When asked if they 

would prefer to use technology (such as the navigational app) in place of their most preferred 

method 90% of participants said they would see themselves adopting the app. This speaks to a 

common need for independence amongst most interviewees, “I mean, the more independence you 

can achieve, I think the better” (P80).  

 

Coping with Crowds 

 One of the proposed functionalities of the navigation app would be to allow users to avoid 

paths that include either large crowds or are rarely used. Most (89%) participants described a desire 

to both avoid crowds of people and more deserted paths.  

I feel very vulnerable [when out alone]. I don’t like that at all. There’s a beautiful pass here, 

a wooded pass, and I would love just to be able to go and wander around. And I would 

never go by myself. Never. I don’t like that. Even if I’m on the streets like on the sidewalk. 

I don’t like that. That makes this is not my favorite. Now. The opposite. If we go to a 

concert and there’s 30,000 people, I get bumped a lot. I’m very worried about running over 

someone you know, for them. In this chair. I’m not too worried. But in my scooter, I’ve 

been tipped over before by people crowding around…it’s more of me having to navigate 

and not hit people and people seeing me, you know, not backing into me. That kind of thing 

(P60).  
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While P60 described concerns for safety, P39 expressed concerns about his ability to travel 

efficiently with people around.  

Yeah, so one thing I’ll do is like if I’m by myself I tend to go fast, and yeah if there’s a 

route that is a little longer but is completely free of human beings, as opposed to a route 

that is physically shorter but has 100 people nonstop, I’ll take the other one because I can 

just go and not worry about hitting someone. Really crowded places are just not fun because 

you’re just smashed in (P39).  

Interacting with individuals in large crowds can be difficult for wheelchair users. With 

users often occupying a lower stature while sitting in their wheelchair, they may be overlooked in 

crowds, creating situations where they may be stepped on or may roll over others due to the lack 

of space. Currently, a few participants described leaving events early or arriving early to avoid 

these experiences, “I will wait a little bit until the crowds that out before I leave. So, I don’t have 

to avoid people walking into me or stopping right in front of me” (P12). 

 

Calling for Help 

 

Through the discussion of safety amongst others, participants described a feeling of 

increased vulnerability due to their limited mobility/use of a wheelchair, as well as a desire to have 

technologies to reach out for help if needed. One participant (P7) spoke of calling for assistance 

through “finder features” when falling out of her chair “so that if you call EMS they would be able 

to find you if you fell somewhere or if need be an emergency situation.” She also described 

methods she uses to feel safe while traversing campus at night.  

If I’m walking by myself with a walking stick at night, I will always have my cell phone 

in my hand in case I need to call for help if I have to, so they’ll know where I’m at. Both 
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my husband and I have tracking on our phones. Those are all part of just safety things in 

general. There’s that kind of safety but there’s also feeling safe and secure which I do by 

almost always having my walking stick with me (P7). 

In addition to requesting a crowdsourcing option for high crime areas, P80 described a need for 

functionality to request for local aid using the app.  

I wonder if somehow, and I don’t know if this is even part of what you’re asking. But like 

when I think if I’m in an unfamiliar area, or if something were to happen to me. How could 

I use that navigational tool to also access the emergency services provided in that closest 

area besides calling 911. You know, so like, I live in Bel Aire, how could I find Bel Aire 

City Hall or Bel Aire Police Department, Sedgwick County, the City of Wichita then has 

to transfer me to Bel Aire. So, I guess I would want like the closest city’s emergency 

departments phone number (P80). 

 

Community  

 Beyond crowdsourcing functionality, participants described both current community-

building activities and a desire for the navigational app to allow them to connect with other users. 

In their interviews with people who use wheelchairs, Rossen et al. discuss that some people who 

ride a wheelchair choose form communities with other wheelchair users to help fight feelings of 

stigmatization [26]. P7 explained that she frequents many Facebook groups comprised of other 

people that share her diagnosis. These pages allow users to share their experiences traveling to 

various cities, to discuss the accessibility of local businesses, and to heed warning to others about 

various experiences. Another participant described how large gatherings of wheelchair users can 
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benefit attendees in unexpected ways. She extended this request to brainstorming how the app 

could have locations for charging powerchairs and allow users to communicate high crime areas.   

Yes. And yeah, the other thing I’ve seen only during wheelchair accessible, or I should say 

accessible wheelchair sponsored events, or mobility sponsored events, is where you can 

plug in power chairs. So, like, you know, how they have electric charge ports for cars, how 

they would have like, maybe there could be, and that would, that I don’t even, I don’t know. 

But um, if that was available…something like that, maybe even available on there. Yeah. 

…and crime, maybe if you could put like we’re high crime areas, because we are already 

at a risk in a chair or having a mobility issue of being more…likely to have something 

happen to us in the crime field. So, I don’t know if you could put like high alert crime areas 

(P80). 

 P7 was critical of the community-building or crowdsourcing capability due to lower 

populations of wheelchair users in the area, and emphasized that increasing applicability to users 

with multiple needs would make for a more robust app.  

I question if there’s enough usage to have crowdsourcing work in spaces like Wichita State. 

If you could include things in the app that it wouldn’t just benefit someone with a disability, 

but would benefit someone greatly with a disability, you would, I think it would give you 

a lot better chance than something just for disabled users (P39). 
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Relationship with Their Smartphone 

 

Customizability 

 A portion of the interview consisted of asking participants which modalities they would 

like to include in an accessible navigational app. Majority (67%) of participants described multiple 

contexts in which they would want different modalities to help them to navigate. P98 described 

navigational modality preferences while walking versus driving; “it’s on mute and I’m looking at 

the screen. If I’m driving, I leave on the voice [audio] so yeah, I prefer if I’m walking I just you 

know look at the map” (P98). Another participant described the practicality of being guided out of 

a building durin’ an emergency evacuation. “I think the audio piece would be good. So that way, 

I’m not trying to hold my phone, maneuver my chair open doors to get out of an area that already 

has some emergency occurring” (P80).  

 P54 expresses the need for customizability due to her own diverse needs from 

comorbidities. She expresses difficulties with needs that “contradict themselves,” including 

difficulties viewing highly dynamic screens whilst being hard of hearing and therefore difficulties 

with an audio modality, while also having difficulties holding a phone while operating her 

wheelchair.   

 

Comorbidities  

 As previously mentioned, many individuals with limited mobility have comorbidities. P54, 

beyond describing her own needs, spoke on the difficulties of many disabled people.  

And that’s something where, you know, disability is really diverse, because like me, there 

are people with limited mobility that are hard of hearing, but there’s also people with 

limited mobility, that are visually impaired. So having an option where, you know, there 
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are hearing options, and there’s also, you know, large print, you know, options that also 

can give a route, you know, where if something if a sign isn’t accessible, but you know, 

there’s some big landmark or something like that, inside this space, having that pointed out 

would really help in navigating (P54). 

Another participant, P42, expressed difficulty in understanding complex systems, and requested 

that the navigational app be “plain and simple because it would be hard for me to figure it out” 

(P42).  

 

Emergency evacuation  

 Another major component of the interview was both exploring how participants would 

currently approach emergency evacuation situations and their ideas for improving emergency 

situations in the future. Half of the participants expressed anxiety and lack of knowledge on what 

to do in an emergency evacuation. “Um, yeah, so this is something I’ve kind of started thinking 

about a couple of months ago. I haven’t been in a situation like that before. But, um, and that’s 

something I’m honestly not super prepared for” said P54 while P98 stated he would “just follow 

other people.” 

 In order to guide users in emergency situations, one participant (p27) suggested the app be 

able to “call [her] emergency contact.” Another participant stated that having the app give 

evacuation instructions “would probably be helpful if [they] were not familiar with access [to parts 

of the building]” (P12).  

 From a design perspective, creating a navigational system to guide an individual with 

specific needs to safety within a dynamic indoor space can be immensely complex. However, 

many (89%) participants expressed a desire for the app to include information on of how to proceed 
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in an emergency evacuation, so any attempt to aid people with limited mobility would likely be 

beneficial.  

CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Consensus for the App 

 

Ultimately, the consensus was generally positive for a navigational app focused on 

individuals with limited mobility. The ten participants interviewed requested information about 

pavement conditions, building entrances, bathroom accessibility, and elevator locations in a 

manner that is customizable to the user’s needs. This is consistent with findings from Prandi et al., 

Yaagoubi et al. and Montilla and León-Sánchez to mark points of interest in an indoor environment 

and evaluation of pavement conditions [33, 38, 39]. Additionally, participants emphasized a 

request for a visual yet simple display that could be viewed before they leave their homes. One 

participant expressed concern during the interview regarding the viability of crowdsourcing with 

smaller populations of wheelchair users in the area and signal reliability.  

 

How Findings Relate to App Functionality 

 

The first category of the thematic analysis, relationship with the environment, addresses 

the common frustrations experienced by people with limited mobility while navigating indoor 

spaces. The first essential component to address these frustrations in the app would be to include 

key points of interest for the user to be able to seek out within any indoor space, such as bathrooms, 

services desks, and specific offices. The second element would be to allow the user to navigate to 
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these points of interest using wayfinding instructions from their current position within an indoor 

space, being conscientious of the path conditions, whether that be floor spacing, sidewalk 

conditions, pathing lengths, and areas to rest along the way. Path quality could also be included to 

help users determine the best route to their destination. Using the internal gyroscope and 

accelerometer, dead reckoning could be conducted and crowdsourced to create expected pathing 

behavior for the user. The angular velocity from the gyroscope can be integrated to determine 

orientation, and external forces from the accelerometer can be paired with this orientation and can 

be double integrated to gain the user’s position once the force of gravity is removed [60]. Based 

on this expected pathing behavior, a threshold for angular acceleration from the gyroscope and 

external forces from the accelerometer could determine any issues the user encounters while on 

their path, including rough or uneven terrain. This could indicate that they may have fallen or 

encountered obstacles in the path and may even need assistance. The screen on the app could then 

ask the user if they would like assistance or to report anything about the path in a modality of their 

choosing. One concern for this method of dead reckoning includes integration drift, a situation in 

which the errors from the initial measures become amplified in the subsequent integrations, 

Therefore, it is important that this dead reckoning information be paired with RSS inputs to 

supplement the internal measurements [60].  

 The second category of the thematic analysis, relationship with others, elucidates the 

interpersonal functionality essential for the navigational app. Participants communicated their 

desire for the app to notify them of the presence of large crowds and give the ability for the user 

to avoid them, potentially through a detour. Conversely, some participants described that they 

make conscious efforts to foster relationships with other people in the community with limited 

mobility and would like the app to feature the ability to leave comments on the accessibility of 
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spaces or advice on routes that have been previously taken. As well, during discussions of 

emergency evacuations, multiple participants voiced that they would like the app to have 

connectivity to local authorities and/or loved ones in the event of an emergency.  

 The third category of the thematic analysis, relationship with their smartphone, indicates 

some of the modality requirements required for the app, as well as further discussion on 

functionalities necessary in the event of an emergency evacuation. Some of the participants 

described a need for the app to function silently with visual-only cues so as to not draw attention 

in public places, as well as the ability for the app to function with audio instructions if the person 

would like to navigate while driving. Two participants also emphasized that the visual display of 

the app needs to be simple and feature larger button sizes, for one participant this was to facilitate 

their understanding of the app, for the other participant it was to allow them to use the app on days 

in which their fine motor function was more difficult. Another participant described that their 

comorbidities could make modality options difficult to determine. They also requested that the 

visual display be simple with screens that do not change color often, as well as an audio option 

conducive to someone who is hard of hearing. Nearly all of the participants voiced concerns about 

navigating emergency evacuations and therefore would like to receive detailed information on 

evacuation procedures, as well as the nature of the exits in which they would take. For instance, if 

the accessible exit in the case of a fire alarm were to take them to the back of a building, users 

would like instructions on navigating back to the main entrance or more common area of the 

facility.  

 Of all the inclusions to the app, naming points of interest and discerning pathing conditions 

are essential functions for people with limited mobility and should be prioritized first. Navigation 

is not possible without a destination point, which will often be a point of interest such as bathrooms 
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or specific offices. Wayfinding, or finding optimal routes, is not possible without knowing the 

conditions of those routes. A person using a wheelchair must know if there are stairs included in a 

route in order to decide against that route, for example. These functions define navigation and 

wayfinding and are therefore part of the core functionality of the CityGuide app. Next in priority 

would be the incorporation of a multimodal interface. People with limited dexterity may not be 

able to interact with the app without a voice interaction, whereas people with a hearing impairment 

may need a touchscreen interface and otherwise cannot use the app. Other functions, including 

emergency evacuation instructions or crowdsourcing are important but not vital to the app’s core 

functionality and therefore could be prioritized to future versions of the app.  

 

Study Limitations and Future Work 

 

Regarding the study design, there were a few limitations. Firstly, the sample size was 

somewhat limited in diversity. While studies that feature a similar design often have comparable 

sample sizes [9, 22, 25, 26, 29, 61], there were fewer opportunities to have more diversity in the 

sample regarding age and ethnicity. Nine of the ten of participants were Caucasian, seven were 

female, and seven were over 50 years old. It is difficult to assess the composition of the population 

of people with limited mobility, as the Center for Disease Control and Prevention and the World 

Health Organization often do not report information in this way [62, 63]. To improve this work in 

the future, more interviews with a more diverse sample pool could help to validate these findings 

with other people with different experiences. However, because the sample size is comparable to 

other studies that feature qualitative data, it is unlikely that the findings of this study were 

compromised. In terms of the development of the navigational app, the next step in development 

would be to create a low fidelity prototype and conduct user experience testing, allowing people 
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to interact with the prototype and give their feedback. At that point in the design process, a 

questionnaire would likely be more appropriate as more would be known about user needs. The 

priority could then be shifted toward gathering probabilistic data on user needs with statistical 

power and addressing generalizability of the design bwith a more diverse group of users.  

CHAPTER 6  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The purpose of this study was to determine the current needs of people with limited 

mobility as they navigate spaces in their daily lives, as well as their ideas for a future navigational 

app. Ten people participated in individual semi-structured interviews and themes emerged in three 

categories: the users’ relationship with their environment, their relationship with others, and their 

relationship with smartphones. These themes generated a series of suggestions for the design of 

the CityGuide app, including a simple visual display with large buttons, modality customization 

options for public use and driving, emergency evacuation guidance, and communication 

functionality between users of the app. 

 In addition to the themes discussed, a common thread throughout all the interviews was 

that people with limited mobility spend a lot of time inspecting and navigating technologies that 

are not designed to fit their needs. By designing an app that would allow them to decide which 

aspects of a space are important to them, how to travel to those locations, and how that information 

is communicated, these users can have more control of their time and have more freedom to 

explore unfamiliar spaces. To achieve this outcome, it is essential to understand that people are 

experts in the inner workings of their own daily lives, and innovation must incorporate continual 

inclusion rather than an assumption of needs.   
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APPENDIX  

 

SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT WITH THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT 7 

So when you’re going to places that you're familiar with 

how do you currently navigate to those places?  

If it's a place that I'm familiar with? Two things I take into 

mind, if I know the setup of things, I will usually consider 

that, actually, there’s probably 3 things. So that’s the first 

thing that I’ll do is all think I've been down to century 2 and 

I know how to get around there or I've been to intrust arena 

and I know I can't do certain things that interest arena. so 

even when I try to order tickets I think of how I can get into 

those places. So that's the first thing. I also have to think of 

other contingencies, like, What if we are going down to 

interest arena or to a business, or even to class, and there's 

no close parking? what happens if they close the parking or 

there's no parking spots? I always have to have contingency 

plans. I parked in a parking spot at WSU and there was a 

basketball game, some of those parking lots would close and 

i couldn't get into them to go to class, and I would have to 

walk across campus which is a problem. the third thing i 

always have to take to mind it's the weather. So people don't 

think about it but I have to take into mind the wind because I 

have fallen over because of wind gusts. The time of the day 

is another thing. Something I'm very upset about and I've 

complained about multiple times to Wichita state is that 

disability services do not continue after 5:00 o'clock at 

night. So, I can't get ride to my car if I need it. And I also 

have to think about my contingency plans where if I need to 

also invite people with me if i to go with me like I've been to 

Topeka to the capitol building and I've taken people with me 

because I need help getting my scooter in and out of my car 

and I need help navigating. even if it's places, I know there 

are several factors, if the weather is bad I just don't go, I 

have to make the decision to not even go do something 

because I know they're not gonna have it salted around the 

area and it's just going to be too slick. I also have a couple 

of apps on my phone that I use that tell me where is that tell 

me where parking is close by.  

What kind of apps do you use?  

Um, the one I use, “parking mobility”, not only does it do 

these things but it also allows me to report violations. I'm on 

the city and county accessibility board. they have a board 

not just for people Like me that have physical But also 
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people that have hearing and visual impairments, but I'm on 

that board and we talk about different buildings and all the 

different places and talk about how accessible they . The 

other thing I have to consider is “how accessible are the 

bathrooms?” “are the bathrooms downstairs or upstairs or 

are they on the same floor?” “is it a bathroom that meets 

disability requirements?”  

Do any of these considerations that you've mentioned, do 

they change if you're in an unfamiliar place?  

Sure they do because, I've even been known to call ahead. 

I'll talk to my friends, I'll say, “I'm coming to your house” or 

I'll even drive by their house and seeing how their front 

steps are or I've called my friends and asked “I've driven by 

your house and noticed that your front steps don't have a 

railing do you mind opening your garage door and letting 

me in through the garage so that I can because I can't use the 

stairs.” and I've even had to go into businesses through a 

different entrance because I couldn't get up the front steps. 

And my husband can tell you I also get really, I get very 

anxious, if we're visiting a place where I don't know what 

the setup is going to be. hotels things like that you know, I 

try to ask for rooms that are accessible but I've been to 

conventions where, limb girdle conventions where, they run 

out of rooms. I've actually had to stay at a different hotel 

because they didn't have a room  

Kind of diving a little deeper that, so say you're in a 

situation where, maybe you're going into a restaurant or 

a business comma and you're unsure of how to enter, 

how do you Orient yourself to that situation? Or, how do 

you navigate that situation?  

I've been known to call ahead and ask To see you know “do 

you have this type of entrance...” I've sent my family 

members in to scope it out you know. there is a woman with 

limb girdle muscular dystrophy by the name of miss turtle 

and she's traveled all over the United states and there's 

several different sites that she's written for. There are 

different sites that I will go on that, we talked to each other, 

like, “I'm going to New York City what do I do” “or I've 

been to Chicago and did you know there's this place where 

they will pick you up right from the airport and you can 

drive your scooter right in and it was wonderful.” so there 

are different Facebook groups and websites that I will use to 

Orient myself. I know that quick trip bathrooms for the most 

part are more accessible. I know that a lot of times there are 

certain mom and pops, that the bathrooms are just not good. 

Airplanes, that sort of thing. I’ll go in and ill look around 
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and go “ I noticed you have high top tables, can we sit at 

that table?” or “I’m not gonna be able to get up out of that 

chair, can I sit in my scooter and just put it under the table?” 

This is one of the cushions I have, because, getting up from 

chairs is different for me, so a lot of times I have, I will do 

that. I have special dining room chairs that I can get out of. 

So I walk into a room and immediately just start scoping it 

out. “What chair do I  think I can get out of?” “Where can I 

leave my scooter safely if I can’t get out of.. Where are the 

bathrooms located..how many steps.. I’ll drive by a 

place..it’s a battle that other people don’t think about. There 

are official websites, there’s a “travel horizons” with cities 

different cities and what you can do there and how you 

navigate certain cities. You also find that in Europe, 

interestingly, some of the places are not very handicap 

accessible, for example, the Louvre, you’ll go down to an 

area and realize it’s 2 steps. We carried my scooter steps, or 

there’s times where the subway steps will be out of order 

and you will get off at that subway stop only to find that the 

elevator’s out of order and you’re going to have to get off, 

so there's those things. But in Europe, they'll say “we know 

we're not as handicapped accessible as other places, so we'll 

give you an assistant free with your entry and free entry.” 

you learn all new skills to cope, and we network.  

it sounds like you do a lot of front-end work before you 

go places? But if you went somewhere without that 

work, what would you do?  

if I'm alone without any family to help me or anything, 

usually I will go into, if I can get in the building, I will 

probably try and call ahead or find someone at the front desk 

like a concierge or a Hostess at a restaurant if it's a 

restaurant, I will usually try to find someone in information. 

If there's no one there, then it does get a little bit difficult. I 

don't mind telling people that I have muscular dystrophy 

maybe it's because of my career but I figure more people 

should know so Or I'll show kids my wheelchair and show 

them it's not something to be scared of. Or I've been known 

to walk into classrooms and find the biggest burliest guy 

there and say “you know I have muscular dystrophy comma 

i may need help getting out of this chair, I'll let you know” 

or I will ask people for help for instance I've fallen on 

campus and students came up to help and I showed them 

how they can help me. And I know that I'm not the norm on 

some of this because many people don't wanna talk about it, 

they don't want to ask for help, there's a part of me that says 

“everybody wants to help you but they don't know exactly 
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how.” or I will say to a business “you know I was able to get 

into your business out of pure luck because someone me, but 

I'm not going to be able to do this again if I'm on my own.”  

If you had to prioritize, or, if you could decide between 

the two if you could learn on your own beforehand kind 

of the nature of where you are going versus asking 

someone in the situation which would you prefer?  

oh, I'd much rather know how to handle it ahead of time. I 

think one of the reasons is that I also get a feel for the place 

ahead of time to see if they're even willing to be adaptable, 

as an economist do, I even want to give them my money? 

My time? If I plan ahead and there isn't or if I call and 

they're rude about it, I may choose to go someplace else. 

Usually when I'm on campus I can find people nearby to 

help but it is such a situation to help me with my scooter 

that, I, there was no one around... And it took a while, but I 

was finally able to get the scooter back in my car myself. 

I've also had problems late at night with my scooter because 

there's no disability services And I was going behind a 

building late at night and I wrecked my scooter and luckily 

there was somebody nearby to help me with my scooter 

because otherwise I would have been laying there all night 

long.  

I'll ask this in two parts, are there aspects of a route that 

make it not viable for you, you've kind of mentioned 

stairs or weather...  

My scooter works pretty well But on sand and some dirt... 

It's called travel scoot and it was invented by a pilot so it's 

very lightweight and it goes in a lot of places but it's not like 

other scooters that will go on sand. and there's some that 

even climb stairs. That would be wonderful but those things 

are thousands of dollars and extremely heavy. If I know I'm 

going to have to walk and it involves uneven ground or 

trying to go up an incline.  

What makes you decide using your walking stick versus 

your scooter?  

Well, it depends, On the length of time I'm going to be out if 

it's in a place where i feel like someone will be around to 

help me get it in and out of the car, if the batteries charged 

up, sometimes I've had to make that decision. So if I know 

inside the place where it's gonna be kind of a closed off 

space like a restaurant where I can walk around using my 

walking stick and hang on to things nearby like the backs of 

chairs that's going to be a lot easier than a scooter versus 

some other place that's got wide open space and if there's a 

place where I can safely store my scooter.  
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Do you ever take both just in case?  

Oh yeah, almost always. the only place where I don't take 

my walking stick is inside of my house. Or if I'm inside of 

the house that I know well like my parents house. i take it 

pretty much everywhere i go just in case because it does two 

things like if I drop something I can kind of use it to pick 

something up, the other thing is a friend of mine told me this 

Use it in front of you so people will kind of get out of the 

way and know that you're trying to get around, so it's almost 

like a symbol or a sign.  

Are there things that you have nearby that make you feel 

safer when you’re travelling by yourself?  

Well of course The Walking stick, I have a handicap placard 

on my car that kind of signals, because I will never be able 

to run, I have this thing that you can pull, and it makes 

noise. I don't think I have the upper body strength to 

properly fire a gun, plus I think it would just cause me to 

trip and fall. I almost always have my cell phone on me in 

case I need to call and ask for help. I don't have one of those 

“I've fallen, and I can't get up” buttons. if I'm walking by 

myself with a walking stick at night I will always have my 

cell phone in my hand in case I need to call for help if I have 

to so they'll know where I'm at. Both my husband and I have 

tracking on our phones. Those are all part of just safety 

things in general. there's that kind of safety but there's also 

feeling safe and secure which I do by almost always having 

my walking stick with me. i will sometimes take my 

cushions with me too.  

What do you think about in an emergency evacuation, 

do you know what you would do if you were in an 

unknown place?  

I'm at a point where I could still get down the stairs if I had 

to. There are parts at me that say “if I know or if I'm with 

someone able bodied it's like a 9/11 or a sort of hopeless 

situation” I'll just tell people to go on. because there's just no 

way and I don't want to endanger somebody else's life for 

me not being able to do something.  

Do you consider where other people are when you 

navigate?  

Of course! You always have to consider other people for 

instance I was in New York City and I fell down in the 

middle of an intersection while crossing the street because 

there were people around me and I got jostled in the crowd. 

I fell at 39th and Broadway right in front of the big Macy's 

store there. And people were asking me if they needed to 

call me an ambulance and I said no I just need help getting 
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back into my chair and then I look up and I see that there's a 

fire truck coming down the street and I think “is this how I 

die?” the fire truck stops, they pick me up off of the ground 

grab my bags and carry me to the sidewalk and go back into 

their truck and carry on. That is just constantly in my mind. 

I don't like big crowds, my kids like to go to concerts and I 

don't usually go but if I do I go early so yes I am always 

aware of other people.  

So big crowds would be something to avoid but also 

having no one would also be something to avoid?  

Right, right. I usually try to have someone there with me if I 

can, if not. I'm trying to think of a situation that I went 

somewhere completely alone and I didn't know anybody 

around me... those situations can get pretty rough.  

Do you have any other major complaints about your 

current way of navigating?  

I'm pretty slow about stuff and i will say that i get frustrated 

at a lot of things that people don't consider in the way 

buildings are built and the way things are done. If I were to 

give you an example, have you been in Clifton Hall before? 

There's the part that to the north that has ramps on it and 

then there's the new part with the steps on the back Where 

they painted the nice little mural on it. Those steps going 

down are so darn steep That you can hardly even get 

anywhere, and they slant and it's not even marked 

handicapped and sometimes you have to deal with that. It's 

frustrating and it's also frustrating when businesses are 

constantly moving things around and so something that 

wasn't in my way before all of a sudden is in my way. or 

aisles will be so narrow that if I had my scooter there's no 

way that I could get through there. It's so frustrating I'm 

trying to explain to businesses that you know, you're losing 

a customer. If you would just do one or two things 

differently you could have many more people. I also like 

when places have done extra things like will have a menu in 

Braille.  

I’m going to actually introduce our second part so we 

are developing a form of navigation technology that's 

focused on indoor spaces our intention is to give people 

the ability to travel between indoor and outdoor spaces 

more seamlessly and find important aspects of those 

spaces such as avoid stairs or find an elevator or 

accessible bathrooms.  

that's The thing is I've always had to ask where the elevator 

is and I've been taken on freight elevators. That’s wonderful. 

not just for me but i can tell you people who are visually 
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impaired and hearing impaired. I was going on an escalator 

and it was the first time I had fallen on an escalator, and 

now I'm very antsy about even using an escalator.  

We’re hoping it’ll be all-encompassing. What would you 

like to see in an app like that? If it could help you find 

important aspects of an indoor space, what would you 

like to see?  

Some of the basics would be bathrooms, elevators, 

emergency exits of course, you know all of those type of 

things. I think one of the issues, I don't know if it would 

have some sort of infrared or something That would tell me, 

you know, going down different aisles Where the helpdesk 

is. You know, where the sign in check in place of whatever 

it would be. I don't see how it would be possible to use in 

people's homes unless it had some sort of tracking are you 

talking about public spaces and doors?  

That’s where we’re gonna start. We’re gonna start on 

campus. Would it be useful, if you’re meeting a professor 

for the first time and you’ve never been to their office 

before, and it could tell you “here’s the shortest path” or 

something?  

Oh yeah yeah or if it could tell you “Distance from the 

handicap entrance or the handicap ramp” Like depending on 

what entrance you go into will change the distance. Like 

going from rhatigan to the HR building there's kind of this 

back alley that feels kind of sketchy to go through and that 

would be kind of nice to know. Or if things are out of order, 

like if the elevator is out of order that would be helpful. I 

guess this is more outside but those blue light safety things, 

or something to consider is including “where are the safe 

spaces on campus?”  

How would you define safe space?  

those that are designated as safe space zones for LGBT 

people. I recently got help at Brennan hall and I saw it on 

someone's door but what I was gonna ask someone about the 

sidewalk outside I asked them “can you open up the back 

door?” and The thing is that while that door is more 

accessible to me some of them will lock when they're closed 

so you can go in but once the door closes you can't return 

that way. So you can actually get stuck in certain areas. It 

might be nice to know which places you would need a badge 

to get into.  

Would you like it to be audio? Or visual only?  

Visually would be great because I’m more of a visual 

learner. If you’re in a crowd you might not be able to hear 

things. Or if you’re in a place where you need to be quiet. 
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That’s why I think visual would be better. Of course not for 

the visually impaired. But if you’re a person where there’s 

classrooms around and you wanna be quiet, right.   

Are there facebook groups and other things that you’ve 

highlighted that you would want to have functionality 

with this app?  

I'm not sure if this would be a HIPAA violation but I use 

this app called Waze and when you're using it you can see 

other people using the waves app. So I guess you could have 

people choose on the app whether they wanted to be 

identified or not. It might be kind of nice on there to see that 

other people are using it. Or, say, you did fall, there would 

be ways on the app that someone could find you. Like EMS 

or medical people or security or something  

We had talked about using crowdsourcing as part of it..  

Yeah so that other people would just see you using it like 

Finder features so that if you call EMS they would be able 

to find you if you fell somewhere or if need be an 

emergency situation.  

would you be interested that if it gave you a path 

somewhere it would say “X number of people have used 

this route”  

Sure, yup, 100%. That’s what I’m counting on for some of 

these sites. What I like about this is that sometimes places 

will say it’s handicapped but you’d be able to tell if it still is 

or if there’s a big huge bump somewhere.   

Are you comfortable using all of the features of your 

smartphone or are there certain parts that you're less 

comfortable with?  

I'm probably a little bit more trusting, because I have an 

iPhone, And I know people could probably hack it or do 

sorts of stuff ... I don't do banking on my phone, and I do 

have face recognition on. No, for the most part I use my 

phone quite a bit. One of the things though that I think might 

be an issue is that If you're not a student on campus the Wi-

Fi can be pretty spotty at times and especially in if you have 

a lot of people using it So I think you have to watch the Wi-

Fi capabilities...I think that would be wonderful. Might be 

interested in this, I'm apart of league of Women Voters, but 

we have A DEI committee And one of the things we're 

looking into with accessibility is we've had complaints with 

people having a hard time voting and the voting sites are not 

Accessible and you always have to have an alternative so if 

someone can't get into the building you have to have one 

person from each party come out and bring it ballot to the 

car for the person. I have a list of all the buildings in the city 
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in the county and the league is going to try and team up, it's 

a several yearlong project, with the accessibility board to 

see, all those different buildings because how can you 

access government services if you can't even get into the 

building. How can you participate in a City Council meeting 

if you can't even get into the building? and I've had this 

same issue with disability services on campus because you 

say that it's accessible but I don't have disability services 

after five o'clock so you're really making it difficult with 

disabled students including older people. And it will be a lot 

of older people taking the later night classes to fit in with 

their work schedule.  
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